ABSTRACT.
We assume further that the differential operators M, N, and Q ate such that the quantity A{v, u) defined by
is a symmetric positive semidefinite bilinear form.
We shall be concerned in this paper with the following two initial-boundary value problems defined on the region D x [0, T):
Problem I: Here p and M, as well as Q. and A/., are assumed to be independent of the parameter /. The function p is assumed to be positive in D, and the /. are prescribed functions which we require to be locally integrable. In addition they are to satisfy for some positive a, for a constant p to be specified later, and for all m -1 times continuously differentiate functions 0 the con- 
caw exist for all time if (1.5) is satisfied for p = 1.
To apply the concavity method we must find a twice continuously differ-
Here a will turn out to be the constant a in (1.5). Clearly, in order to establish (2.2,(2))we need only show that FF" -{a + 1)(f')2 > 0.
To prove the theorem we first assume that u exists on D x [0, oo) and then show that this leads to a contradiction. We select an F{t) of the following form for 0<i<Tn<°°:
for as yet undetermined positive constants TQ, ß and r. Then and Tn is then taken so large that (2.14) T0 > ßr2\2aßr -fß pu2Qdx~\ "\ The escape time T cannot exceed the minimum value of the right-hand side of (2.14), considered as a function of r. In fact, T < {o. ß)~ fD puQdx. 
